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1 of 2 review helpful Couldn t put it down By Matt This book will bring you in from the beginning It is a modern day 
twist on the Biblical story of JOB but has a fresh perspective and leaves you turning the pages at every plot twist It is 
very well written and each character is impeccably developed The protagonist Jonathan Oliver Biggs seems spoiled at 
the beginning but as the story unfolds his family business and Jonathon Oliver Biggs is a successful third generation 
cattle rancher whose life is one of little difficulty Everything Jonathon does turns out well until one morning his world 
is turned upside down when one of his cows is diagnosed with mad cow disease then two then three Ending in a 
tragedy of biblical proportions this laundry list of bad news convinces Jonathon s wife Rachel that someone is plotting 
against her husband and there is a conspiracy to ruin his 
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